
Concepts x Karhu Aria to pay tribute to the
classic 95 co branded shoes -1626 the tide
of informatio - News Reports Release

Concepts, the Boston fashion brand, recently partnered with the Finland brand Karhu to create a special edition of Aria's 95 shoes.
To pay tribute to classic industrial design most representative of Helsinki train station, extracted from green, blue and orange colors
covered on suede shoes with mesh and chloroprene rubber lining, making a full sense of eye-catching. The shoes will soon be
available at Concetps, Boston and New York stores and online stores. 
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PUMA teamed up with the famous American trend brand Undefeated to launch PUMA x Undefeated joint series shoes. This
particular series is built on the prototype of PUMA's most representative and popular Clyde series. Through this long-term
cooperation plan, Undefeated and PUMA two brands integrate each other's design concept, to create a new line with simple lines
and unique fabric made of PUMA Clyde series. The joint series will be on sale for the first cooperation in April 10th, and in June 10th
launched second cooperative joint series, more products will be launched in the second half of 2011. 
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, Reebok's Reebok Classic Leather classics brought new color "Royal Slate for the autumn and winter. The upper part is made of
evening blue, superimposed with marble texture. It looks very like jeans fabric, and matches with pure white midsole. It is very casual.
It is reported that this pair of Reebok Classic Leather 'Royal Slate' has been sold in the Overkill shop. 
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